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Road Safety Trends in KZN:

We look briefly at what the latest suggestions are in respect of the type
of crash cases and a general overview of safety issues in respect of road
safety, and what these imply.

Resources:

Data considered from: 

* Our own cases & research database for the last year
01/01/2020 – Current

* Our own cases & research database for 20 years
* Records from the eThekwini Municipality Traffic 

Studies 01/01/2020 – June 2021 
* Brief industry consultation 



Before we look at some data, a clear trend in respect of our case analysis work is:

Because of the massive uptake / implementation of In Vehicle
Monitoring (IVM) cameras that are linked to GPS and vehicle
telemetry, we have seen a massive increase in:

* “Naturalistic study” type research (based on these video) 

* Video clip analysis for crash cases

* Massive increase in vehicle telemetry availability and analysis

Here are three examples for you 
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Point of note:

Besides the well known eThekwini Traffic Studies database, we remain with
the known and documented difficulties of accessing and detailed data
from the PDOT or NDOT traffic crash database stats.

General observations and comments:

Pedestrian (soft road users) remains the major issue. As we will see shortly,
soft road users, remain the major fatality.

Even with the effect of Covid (2020 / 2021), KZN being a major transport hub in
respect of both the key harbour and airport, has seen some level of
“adjustment” in usual volumes. However the stats and indications therefrom
are not reasonably expected to change the overall considerations.



General observations and comments (Continued):

Although at this stage, we do not have stats (empirical data) at hand, it appears
(driving observations; cases at hand; commentary & interview) that commercial
vehicle (lack of trains!?) crash rates are likely to be higher, this needs
consideration.

With appointment and now active implementation of the large scale SANRAL
projects largely on the major corridors. We can expect some level of congestion,
and therefore likely change in associated crash types in these zone (head-rear;
sideswipe / glancing), however this can only be considered retrospective. *



Our own cases 
& 

research database
for the last period 

115 cases considered between 
2020 – October 2021 in KZN

Of these:
Loss of control - 52 
Head on - 11 
Head rear - 10
Fixed object - 9
Right angle - 7
Sideswipe - 7 
Pedestrian - 3
Cyclist - 3
Motorcycle - 2 
Animal - 1 
Mechanical issue - 1 



Our own cases 
& 

research database
for the last 20 years 

The three major crash 
types are:

• Loss of control –
opposite direction 

crash & rollover

• Opposite direction 
– head-on / partial 

head-on 

• “Tyre” related 
crash – all types 





2020 and 6 months’ 2021 data – Approx. 83 000 crash cases 

Rear Ends (22,705) 27% and Side Swipes same direction (15,624) 19% are the
predominant crash types only 5 % of these crashes result in fatal crashes (usually where
a heavy vehicle or motorcycle is involved) *

Right Angle (9,726) Crashes account for 12 % of all crashes and 2% of fatal crashes. 

Head on and side swipe opposing (3,594) crashes  account for both 5% of total and fatal 
crashes.

Single vehicle crashes - fixed objects and overturning (6,964) - 8% of total crashes but
15% of fatal crashes.

The winner (or biggest loser) is ped crashes - 9% of total crashes, but 68% of fatal
crashes.

During this period - 288 occurred on the N2 and N3 with 99 fatalities i.e. 20% of all
pedestrian fatalities in eThekwini. *



This data implies (trends):

* The key issue to note is what crash type produces the most fatalities 
(in order)

- Pedestrians 68 % of fatal crashes 

- Single vehicle crashes - fixed objects and overturning (loss
of control?) 15% of fatal crash cases

* Notably this accords with our 18 months’ stats 
and our 20 years’ stats  in the same categories

- Head on and side swipe opposing (3,594) 5% of fatal

* Notably this accords with our 18 months’ stats 
and our 20 years’ stats in the same categories



This data implies (trends):

* The key issue to note is what crash type produces the most fatalities 
(in order)

- Rear Ends  (22,705) and Side Swipes same direction 5% of 
fatalities 

This noted, implies that for approximately 18 months, only
the 5% (1,916) fatalities of the Rear Ends (22705) and Side
Swipes same direction (15,624) has cost in excess of 10
billion! (RTMC / CSIR 08/2016 – 5.4 Mil per fatal crash)

Interestingly and for comparative, for the seven month 
period we have monitored only fatal crash cases for the 
Free State, some 136 fatal crash cases therefore equates to 
around 734 Million





Comments:

1 Greater emphasis on securing a comprehensive, reliable database –
This should be worked on as a specific emphasis project - co-
operation between various role players (NDOT / PDOT / RTMC /
Municipalities / Private – especially insurers)

2 Pedestrian (Highest stats) related designs / facilities / education 
remains a no. 1 priority, yet more often that not, remains a 
“secondary” consideration – greater emphasis on this issue needs to 
be highlighted from grass roots.

3 In respect of the 15% single vehicle crash fatalities (second highest
stats). Renewed emphasis on driver standards from grass roots driver
testing, training and licencing (driver school inspectors !?) and
general education needs to be addressed as a priority.

4 From an engineering perspective, continued improvement of lane 
separation, where possible, and roadside furniture protection is key.



Thank you

For an alternate perspective on this subject, you can read the article - Trends of the 

transport field as a whole during the COVID Lockdown in relation to 

telematics: 

https://www.accidentspecialist.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Making-sense-of-
transport-sector-over-Covid.pdf

https://www.accidentspecialist.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Making-sense-of-transport-sector-over-Covid.pdf

